SUNDAY COMES HERE TODAY

ENGINEER BASKETBALL TEAM WINS FROM CLARK IN EASY GAME, 39 TO 24

FRESHMAN TEAM ALSO WINS FROM TABOR, 32 TO 16

Many Barred from Athletics On Account of Physical Restrictions

HARD PRACTICE THE RULE

In the basketball game last Saturday night, the five Penn Preparatory School men played through for their third victory, defeating Clark College by the score of 39 to 16. The boys showed a superior sense of teamwork in the game that has not been evident since the last time out. Thus the varsity will meet Tufts in the Hansen Gym. The season also saw this weekend defeating Tufts 32-16, the score was achieved through hard practice in the gym.

The boys were a little wild in their attack to begin the game but after a few missed baskets and some passes that ended up on the out line, a steady system was gradually developed. The Engineers always played up on the defense, as in the first two games. A crowd of students, Bowes, Center, stars for Clark,杭 motivational action. The Boeing School of Aeronautics interested in competing for the competition of scholarships have been sponsored by the Boeing School of Aeronautics men in aviation as a career. A group of students interested in pursuing a career in aviation is scheduled to meet at the Boeing School of Aeronautics. In an attempt to interest college students in aviation as a career, a group of students interested in aviaton has sponsored a competition between the Boeing School of Aeronautics and Clark College.

The competition, scheduled to take place on the Boeing School of Aeronautics campus, will feature a series of competitions designed to highlight the benefits of a career in aviation. The competition will include a variety of activities, such as a career fair, workshops, and speaking engagements with professionals in the field. The goal is to attract students who are interested in pursuing a career in aviation and provide them with valuable information and resources to help them make informed decisions about their future.

The competition is open to all students currently enrolled in college, and there are no prerequisites required to participate. Students are encouraged to attend the competition and gain insights into the exciting opportunities available in the field of aviation.

Details of Competition May Be Expected
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